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The Canadian Indian residential school system that was implemented by Canadian 

federal government in the 1840s was sorrowful and regrettable due to the vast number of 

Aboriginals who were mistreated there, and because of its intended purpose to force Aboriginal 

children to assimilate into European-Canadian society.  Characters in Robinson’s Monkey Beach 

show clear signs of suffering from residential school experiences and often speak out against 

their past maltreatment.  Mick’s residential school experience presumably leads him to join the 

American Indian Movement; both Mick and Trudy complain about mistreatment of Aboriginals; 

Josh and Trudy are often intoxicated; and Josh commits an immoral act that drives the present 

events of the book’s plot.  Residential school experiences for the characters Mick, Aunt Trudy, 

and Josh in the novel Monkey Beach by Eden Robinson lead to conflict with relatives, as well as 

inevitable and unfortunate personal problems for them even in adulthood. 

 Lisa’s uncle Mick is one character who had the unforgettable experience of attending 

residential school, experiencing trauma even later in his life.  One night, he has a nightmare 

about his wife Cookie, and starts sobbing upon waking up, even though Lisa believes that 

nothing made him cry.  Mick and Cookie’s involvement with the American Indian Movement is 

presumably because of their terrible residential school experiences, and this risky involvement 

leads to Cookie’s tragic death which is something that Mick must cope with his entire life.  Mick 

also shouts at Lisa’s Uncle Geordie and Aunt Edith during Lisa’s trip to Kemano, saying “I’m 

crazy?  You look at your precious church.  You look what they did.  You never went to 

residential school... You’re buying into a religion that thought the best way to make us white was 

to torture children” (Robinson 109-110).  It is evident that Mick’s attitudes towards religion 

conflict with those of Uncle Geordie and Aunt Edith as a result of Mick’s suffering or at least 

witness to suffering in school.  Residential school was created through an agreement between the 
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Canadian federal government and four main Canadian churches, and the Roman Catholic Orders 

administered a total of sixty schools, and subsequently many priests were involved with the 

schools (Llewellyn 255-256).  Therefore, Mick’s experience with Catholic-run residential 

schools where children were regularly punished (Llewellyn 258) causes him to see Catholicism 

as evil, thereby creating conflict with his Catholic relatives and causing him to suffer more 

because no one sides with him. 

 Lisa’s Aunt Trudy also experienced residential school which later causes conflict, 

particularly with Aunt Kate and Ma-ma-oo, as well as drinking problems.  Aunt Trudy 

throughout the novel avoids talking to Ma-ma-oo as she blames her for sending her off to 

residential school.  Aunt Trudy also argues with Aunt Kate over inheritance of Mick’s trophies 

following his funeral, claiming “she was closer to Mick than anyone in the family – they had 

suffered through residential school together...” (Robinson 146).  Trudy also mentions residential 

school when she lectures Lisa after Lisa confronts three white men harassing Erica, telling her 

“there were tons of priests in the residential schools, tons of... matrons and helpers that ‘helped’ 

themselves to little kids...” (Robinson 255).  Aunt Trudy’s constant usage of residential school to 

justify her arguments clearly shows the significant effect it had on her, and how she could never 

forget about the abuse she received.  The Royal Commission on Aboriginal People reports in 

1996 “widespread sexual, physical and emotional abuse suffered over many years by children in 

residential schools... and [these abuses] were known to the responsible church and government 

officials of the day” (O’Connor 235).  The fact that such abuses were known but ignored by 

officials supports Aunt Trudy’s statement to Lisa that no one would care if the three men had 

done anything to her.  Also, Aunt Trudy’s use of residential school to justify taking Mick’s 

trophies ultimately alienates Mick and herself from the rest of their relatives just because they 
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went to residential school.  This contributes to the fulfilment of the purpose of residential school 

– to separate Aboriginals culturally or ideologically from their families.  However, it is ironically 

Aunt Trudy in this case who seemingly chooses to alienate herself and Mick.  Aunt Trudy also 

has very apparent drinking problems, and is often intoxicated to the point that she swears and 

insults Lisa and Tab but does not remember it when she is sober – in fact it happens so often that 

Tab grows accustomed to it.  Aunt Trudy definitely suffers the effects of residential school and is 

probably alcoholic and often profane as a result.  However, despite the amount of alcohol she 

consumes not to mention the amount of time that has passed, she cannot truly forget the horrors 

of her personal experience in residential school.   

 Finally, Josh, first introduced as Mick’s friend from high school has also experienced 

hardships at residential school and later develops complex problems as a result.  There is 

evidence that suggests that Josh was sexually abused by a priest named Archibald at residential 

school through a photo and a message that Karaoke wrote.  Instances of sexual abuse were found 

by the Assembly of First Nations in 1994 to be widespread in residential schools, and many First 

Nation organizations sought acknowledgement of responsibility from church organizers (Furniss 

1992).  Specifically, one girl noted that a particular priest was “odd” and tried to approach little 

girls during recreation time, and one time she says “all of a sudden he started to feel my legs... I 

was getting really uncomfortable...” (Haig-Brown 81).  Such sexual abuse of children is an 

unacceptable abuse of power by priests and other officials and could have long-lasting traumatic 

effects on victims.  Ma-ma-oo and Lisa’s parents all feel that something is not right with Josh, 

and it is later revealed that Josh has had sex with his niece Karaoke.  This act is treated by Lisa 

and Jimmy as immoral, and Josh’s abuse of Karaoke could be the direct result of the abuse 

experienced by Josh in the hands of a priest in residential school as a boy.   
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 The characters Mick, Aunt Trudy, and Josh in Monkey Beach by Eden Robinson have all 

went through the residential school system and have clearly experienced suffering even years 

after they stopped going to the schools.  This demonstrates how significant the negative effects 

of residential school were, and even the term Residential school syndrome was coined for those 

who experience post-traumatic stress disorder after attending residential schools (Brasfield 78).  

All three characters discussed have some sort of problem or conflict: Mick suffering the loss of 

Cookie and his arguments with Aunt Edith and Uncle Geordie over religious beliefs; Aunt Trudy 

blaming Ma-ma-oo for sending her to residential school; and Josh’s unforgivable act against his 

niece.  These problems can all be traced back to residential schools, now well known to be the 

site of widespread abuse of multiple forms of Aboriginal children, which may have easily caused 

the problems that these three characters face.  Ironically, these characters, especially Mick, seem 

to be more concerned about the federal government’s attempts to assimilate Aboriginals into 

European-Canadian society than those who did not attend residential school like Lisa’s parents.  

In particular, Josh’s act drives the present events of the plot by causing Jimmy to develop 

murderous intent against him, and eventually leading Lisa to Monkey Beach where she sees the 

spirits of her decreased relatives and ancestors.    
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